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OVERVIEW
These rules are designed to provide a simple but thematic games from the start of the Franco Prussian War (1870) till
the Italian colonial wars in Libya (1927). The rules provide an interactive game that keeps the players engaged
through a turn sequence. The playing space uses a grid/hex format, but players can easily adapt to a more traditional
open space without a grid/hexes. Unit bases are grouped into command groups and stratagems can be played during
the turn to give a specific feel the different armies. Artillery is considered off board and is represented through a sub
set of rules. Gas attacks are included in the artillery sub set rules.
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GAME BOARD
A typical game board would be 16 hexes long side by 8 hexes short side. You may also use a grid system. If players
would like a different game space, then use the ratio of (2:1). I use the 100mm hex sized game boards from Kallistra.
By default, the whole board area is defined as good going unless identified otherwise.

TERRAIN
In the game various hexes can represent different types of terrain. These have different effects.
Type

Description

Effect

Count in cover

Blocks LoS

Open/Desert

Pasture, rolling country side

Units not impeded.

No

No

A man-made canal with

Impassable to all except

See effect

No

embankment.

infantry which count as

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

with little or no areas that
can imped the movement or
provide extensive cover.
Canal

impeded. Infantry bases
can claim cover if they are
aligned behind
embankment facing the
enemy in the current turn.
Cratered

An area that has seen

Units have movement

sustained artillery

reduced. Units inside not

bombardment. It has

visible beyond 2 hexes.

extensive cratering. It can
also include broken barbed
wire entanglements,
destroyed buildings and
obstructions from fallen
trees etc.
Mine Crater

This represents a major

Units have movement

mine crater explosion. The

reduced. Units inside not

rules assume all mine

visible beyond 2 hexes.

craters have been

The crater rim blocks line

detonated prior to the start

of sight.

of the game,
Forests

A dense area of tree with

Most units not impeded.

rough paths. The area is

Units inside not visible
beyond 2 hexes.
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undamaged or not
significantly damaged.
Hills/Slopes

Areas of hills or slopes. Are

Provides a height

See overlaid

classed as open but can be

advantage. Blocks line of

terrain.

overlayed with other terrain

sight. Players decide it

types.

can see over other sight

Yes

blocking terrain.
Marshland

Water logged areas of

Units impeded.

No

No

Areas of steep sided

Cannot count as open.

Yes

Yes

mountains.

Impassable to all except

Yes

No

See effect

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

marshland.
Mountains

Infantry and Cavalry,
unless overlayed with a
road or rail track.
Can see over all except
other mountains.
Rough

Areas of ground broken with

Units not impeded. Units

ground

rocks and clumps of

inside not visible beyond 4

grass/heather.

hexes.

A linear strip of railway track

Infantry bases can claim

on a small embankment.

cover if they are aligned

Railway

behind embankment
facing the enemy in the
current turn.
Roads

Rivers

Trench Lines

A linear strip of undamaged

Units can double

paved road

movement

A single river that is wider

Impassable to all except

than a horse can jump. Or a

infantry and cavalry which

man-made canal.

count as impeded.

Trench lines including

Units not impeded. Units

bunker points for machine

inside not visible beyond 4

guns and snipers. Bard wire

hexes. Units hit during

entanglements are

assault in trenches reroll

deployed in front of the

hits.

trenches. Communication
trenches are not
represented.
Urban

Area of buildings with

Most units not impeded.

internal roads. The area is

Units inside not visible

undamaged or not

beyond 2 hexes.

significantly damaged.
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STRATAGEM CARDS
The rules use an overlaying system of stratagems which are common to all nations and some which are specific to a
nation. These are defined on separate cards which the player selects before the start of game. There is a limit on the
number of cards that can be selected for the game and are kept hidden from the other player until played. The
mechanism for selecting cards and playing them is defined later in the Turn Sequence.

COMMON CARDS
These can be used by any nation. The common cards allowed for any specific period are detailed in that section. The
available cards are defined in the period sections below. A common card can be selected any number of times.

NATION CARDS
The following can only be used by the specific nation. A nation card can only be selected and used once in the
game. They are optional to take, but if taken can only be the same as the players army. The nation cards can be
found in the period specific sections.
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DEFINING UNITS
Unit capabilities below can be modified by the Nation Stratagem cards above.

PROFICIENCY RATING
Units had different levels of proficiency and motivation. These rules have combined this into two broad definitions
called Proficiency Rating and must be given to all units in the game.

PROFICIENCY RATINGS
The proficiency ratings used in the game are:
FRESH
These are units with little battle experience but can be more enthusiastic about going to war.
EXPERIENCED
These units have participated in atleast one major battle or campaign of the war or fanatical. If regular forces will be
more proficient in the drills and low level tactics used by the unit when under fire. If irregular forces, then will be
particularly motivated or have local knowledge of the ground.

SCALE
Each unit base represents one of the following.
•

A field strength Company or Battalion

•

Ground scale is 1 hex/base frontage to 100 metres.
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UNIT TYPES
To describe the different units the British Army terminology has been used. For different nations players just need to
insert that nations equivalent naming convention.

ARMOURED CARS (1914 ONWARDS)
These represent the conversion of period civilian cars to have a level of armour plating and having machine guns
added. The Belgium Army first used them effectively in 1914.

ARMOURED TRAINS
These represent the armoured trains used through the period in different theatres. The whole train is handled as an
amalgamation of the different weapon versions. Players are welcome to add N gauge models to the board. Armoured
Trains can absorb 6 battle fatigues.

INFANTRY
This is the basic building block of any higher level formation. It contains infantry armed as they would be typically for
the period and that nation. No distinction is made between the different types of rifles.

CAVALRY
These are soldiers mounted on horses and expected to engage the enemy. They would be armed as per their nation.
This would be with rifles and possibly lancers. In the game mechanics that can provide an advantage with initiative
and scouting roles. Typically, in period they would be used for advance guard reconnaissance and exploitation after a
breakthrough.

FIELD GUNS
These represent artillery field guns that are used in close support of the infantry, providing direct fire. Bombardment
artillery is covered in the Common Stratagem Cards.

MACHINE GUNS
These are tripod mounted machine guns such as Gatling, Vickers and Maximins. They are usually used in embedded
positions and need to be transported. Therefore, their movement rate is generally slower.

TANKS (1916 ONWARDS)
These represent the early development of armoured fighting vehicles. For simplicity in the rules, they have been
condensed into a single format. They were generally unreliable mechanically; this is represented in the rules and had
a slow speed when moving.
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ACTIONS
The utilisation of bases is done through Command Points. During the Action Phase of a turn, players alternate
completing actions including resolution and the effects are applied immediately.
•

All actions cost 1 Command Point.

•

A player must have Command Points available to complete actions.

•

A player can complete as many actions as they like if they have the command points.

WHAT ARE ACTIONS
The following are defined as an action.
•

Initiating an assault. Fighting in an assault is free and does not cost any Command Points.

•

All Movement that is not Assault

•

Shooting that is not via Stratagem Cards.

•

Pass. This still expends 1 Command Point. The player does not have complete an action on any bases but may
still wish to later in the turn. However, the player must indicate which base is passed on.

COMPLETING A SINGLE BASE ACTION
•

Expend 1 Command Point

•

Complete the chosen action on the base.

•

Apply any outcomes.

GROUP ACTIONS
•

A collection of bases that are all in edge to edge contact, part of the same group, can complete a single action
for 1 command point.

•

All bases must do the same action and finish in base to base contact at the end.

•

If it is shooting, then they must shoot at the same hex if shooting for the first time this turn. If shooting more than
once this turn, they can split fire by target priorities.

•

If it is movement, then they must complete the same direction or movement action. They must retain the same
formation and orientation as every other base in the group.

•

If it is an assault action, then the group can attack different hexes but must remain in edge contact with each
other. If a base does not finish in edge to edge contact, then it cannot be part of the action and must remain in
place.

•

A Group is limited to 3 bases in any single group.
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BASES COMPLETING ADDITIONAL ACTIONS IN A TURN
Any base can complete more than one action per turn. However, the order my might not be understood in the
confusion of battle.

WAS THE ORDER UNDERSTOOD
When any base or group completes any additional actions beyond the first in any given turn, then complete the
following sequence.
Player expends the required number of command points
Player throws 1D10

Base score

A supply dice can be discarded to ensure the order is understood (automatic pass).
Adjustments to the number thrown
If Cavalry or a group only containing only Cavalry looking to move again but not charge.

+1

If French Infantry or a group only containing French Infantry looking to charge
If Cavalry or a group only containing only Cavalry looking to charge.

+2

For each extra action this turn after the 1st.

-1

Final Score
Failed

1-4

Success

5-10
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ASSUALTS & MELEE
An assault is the only way a base can occupy a hex with an enemy base present. This also represents all forms of
hand of combat in the game. A base can only assault an adjacent hex. Assaults are continued until one the hex is
occupied by only one base. For assaults there is no defensive fire.

UNITS THAT CAN ASSAULT
All units, except an Armoured Train can declare an assault. A MG base that fights in an assault is automatically
converted to a Fresh, (even if classed as Experienced), Infantry base for the remainder of the game. Any base can
fight in an assault.

CONDUCTING AN ASSUALT OR MELEE
To conduct an assault:
Move the assaulting base into the hex being assault.
Both players throw 5D10 and any 7-10 equals a hit, adjusted by the period Assault Factors Table.
The highest number of hits is the winner.
The loser or if a draw, add an immediate Battle Fatigue Hit which cannot be mitigated and resolve outcome.
Both players now take a Battle Fatigue Test and resolve outcomes, player without initiative first.
Repeat from item 2 until only one base remaining in the hex.
Any bases that have fought an Assault this turn cannot complete any other action this turn.
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BATTLE FATIGUE
Hits on a base are measured as Battle Fatigue. This represents a combination of loss of willingness to continue,
expenditure of ammunition, damage, and loss of men.
•

A single base is immediately removed from play the moment it has 3 or more battle fatigue hits.

•

When a base receives a battle, fatigue hit mark the base with a token.

•

When a base recovers a battle, fatigue hit remove 1 token.

WHEN TO TAKE A BATTLE FATIGUE TEST
A base must take a Battle Fatigue Test in the following circumstances.
•

Receives hits in a shooting action.

•

Receives hits from a Stratagem card effect.

•

As part of Assault. May test more than once if also loses or draws in the assault round.

•

End of a round of Melee

•

A friendly base in an adjacent hex is removed from play.

HOW TO TAKE A BATTLE FATIGUE TEST
The following explains how to take a Battle Fatigue Test.
•

Roll 1D10 per hit received. (May add supply dice, select the highest)

•

Consult the period table below.

•

Resolve any outcomes.

BASES WITH TWO BATTLE FATIGUE HITS
A unit with 2 Battle Fatigue hits cannot move, including fallback, or declare an assault. They may shoot.

TANKS AND TRAINS 3RD BATTLE FATIGUE TOKEN
Tanks and Trains can only have a 3rd Battle Fatigue hit applied if caused by another Tank Cannon, Train, Bomber,
Gas Attack or from Artillery Bombardment. If the 3rd Battle Fatigue hit cannot be applied because of this, then the
base cannot complete any other actions this turn, expect to defend in an assault.
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MITIGATION OF BATTLE FATIGUE HITS
If the base is Infantry, Machine Gun, Armoured Car or Cavalry and has only 1 Battle Fatigue Hit currently applied,
then the player may elect to mitigate a Battle Fatigue Hit, before throwing the test.

CONDITIONS WHEN BATTLE HITS CAN NOT BE MITIGATED
•

If the base has been forced back under the “Look something has happened” this turn

•

If the base already has two Battle Fatigue hits

•

If the base does not have an empty hex to move into away from the shooters

•

If the base is occupying a Trench hex unless the cause is a Gas Attack.

•

Where its new position will finish adjacent to an enemy base.

•

Where the base would interpretate another base.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A BASE IS DESTROYED?
When a base has a total of 3 Battle Fatigue Tokens allocated to it. The base is counted as destroyed when the 3rd
Battle Fatigue is inflicted.
•

Before the base is removed, add 1 Battle Fatigue to every friendly adjacent (3” if not using hexes) base. The
effects of these hits are resolved at this point. This can cause a domino effect.

•

The originally destroyed base is then removed from play with no other movement, except for Tanks and
Trains, which marked as destroyed but remain in their original hex.

•

When part of a train is destroyed, players need to use common sense and decide if the remainder of the
train connected to the engine would be able to still move.

•

Destroyed Tanks and Trains can be interpenetrated by any base, friendly or enemy. They do not swap; the
player gains the extra movement to step through.
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COMMAND POINTS AND GENERALS
The rules do not represent the physical generals and leaders as distinct bases on the board but are instead
abstracted into Command Points.

COMMAND POINTS
These allow different actions to be completed on a single base, group of bases or remove Battle Fatigue hits.
•

At the start of each turn each player throws 1D10. This is the number of command points available for that turn to
the player.

•

A player may add a pool dice (1D10) to the throw and sum the total for the number of points available for the
current turn.
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MOVEMENT
A base is moved as an action in the Action Phase. The base moves according to the distance defined in the
supplement rules. A base cannot finish in the same hex that is occupied by another base. A base can pass through a
friendly unit if it has the movement to completely pass through into a hex on the other side of the direction of travel.

CHANGING DIRECTION
This is assumed to be part of the movement. A base can change direction and remain in the same hex. This type of
movement is free as it assumed at a local tactical level, the unit would position its self in the best orientation. All
bases are assumed to have a 360 arc of fire.

MOVEMENT TABLE
Units of measurement shown in hexes. For a conversion to metres use 1 hex: 60m.
Roads:
If on a road double the movement for the type of terrain the road passes through. If NA, then the movement distance
is as per Open. Where roads cross water features a bridge is assumed to be in place.

Unit Type

Movement in all terrain (hex’s)

Movement wholly on a road

Infantry

1

+1

Machine Gun

1

Field Gun (May not shoot)

1

Cavalry

2

Armoured Car

2

Tank

1

Train

4

NA
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TANKS ONLY
During this period tanks where very unreliable, each turn they move throw 1D10 at the start of the movement. On a 1
they have broken down.

BROKEN DOWN TANKS
When tanks break down, they do so for the remainder of the game. They cannot be repaired of move in any way.
They may continue to shoot. They cannot remove Battle Fatigue hits in anyway. These effects are applied for the
remainder of the game.

DISMOUNT/RE-MOUNT CAVALRY
Cavalry as assumed to dismount; remount as required as part of the movement. If they shoot, they are assumed to
have dismounted prior. A cavalry base has a reduced shooting capability to represent this.

INTERPENETRATION
•

Any base can interpenetrate any friendly base if they have movement to pass completely through into an empty
hex. If this is possible then they must move into the empty space.

•

Any base which cannot completely pass through a base, swaps positions with the base instead.

•

A base cannot interpenetrate during assault.

•

Movement distance 1 bases swap with the base they are trying to interpenetrate, and both bases now count as
having been activated for the turn.
o

Except, tanks, armoured cars and trains cannot be interpenetrated but can interpenetrated.
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SUPPLY POOL DICE
The rules allow for a pool of dice to be held in reserve. This represents “heroic actions”, extra supplies being passed
up front or a short burst of exceptional leadership at that specific point in the battle.
•

Each player gets 4 pool dice tokens.

•

Only a maximum of one dice can be added to a specific throw. After the throw the player may pick the most
preferred outcome.
o

Unless specifically stated, when a Supply dice is added to a throw, select the highest of the two.

•

A pool die can be added as many times as a player wishes during a turn.

•

Once the pool is thrown it is discarded for the game.
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SHOOTING (NOT STRATEGUM CARDS)
A base can shoot at any enemy base within range and line of sight. You cannot shoot through any other base at a
base behind. Except where classed as shooting overhead.

ARCS OF FIRE
All bases except Field Guns and Infantry Machine Guns are assumed to have a 360 arc of fire. The orientation of the
base in the hex does not matter for all bases except Field Guns and Infantry Machine Guns.
Field Guns and Infantry Machine Guns may only shoot to their front in a 180 degree arc from the bases front edge
position at the time of shooting. If the base has moved in any way during the turn, including changing direction of
face, then it is considered to have moved.

Centre “front arc” has precedence

Both have equal precedence

OVERHEAD SHOOTING
Overhead shooting is allowed where the shooting base is higher than any intervening friendly bases. Dead ground is
not considered in these rules.

TARGET PRIORITIES
If a base is shooting, then the following priorities take precedence.
•

Must shoot at nearest with most to the front taking precedence.
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SHOOTING, “LOOK SOMETHING HAPPENED”
Sometimes during battle, unexpected outcomes can occur. This represented in shooting and using the following
table. After all the “To hit” throws have happened see the table below.
Any D10 Score Thrown

Outcome

Any 1

Local ammunition has runout and restocks needed. Any base involved in this shooting
action, cannot not shoot again, or preform any more actions in the current phase till next
turn. Ammunition is automatically restocked in the end of phase turn.

2-9, (10 if required to hit)

No additional effect.

Any 10

High accuracy achieved. The base is immediately forced to retire 1 hex away from the

(If 10 was not required number

shooters and not towards any other enemy base. If it cannot retire, then the base takes

to hit)

1 Battle Fatigue Hit. These effects are in addition to any other effects. A bae only retires
once per shooting action.
Example: If two 10’s thrown. The base only must retire 1 hex.

CONDUCTING SHOOTING
Conduct shooting as follows:
1.

Consult the Shooting table below.

2.

Take the base number of D10 available to shoot.
a.

A pool dice maybe added as an extra dice.

3.

Look up the Base to hit factor for the target.

4.

Adjust using the Shooting to hit adjustments table.

5.

Throw the number D10 from item 2, using the result of 4 to see the number of hits.

6.

Mark shooting base as having shot this turn.

7.

Check Shooting, “Look something happened” table.

8.

Target base completes a Battle Fatigue Test for each hit received.

9.

Any failed, then add 1 Battle Fatigue Hit in total. (see Mitigation of battle fatigue hits).
a.

Tanks and Trains can only have a 3rd Battle Fatigue hit applied if caused by another Tank Cannon,
Train, Bomber, Gas Attack or from Artillery Bombardment. If this is the case, then the Tank or Train
cannot complete any actions for the rest of the turn except shoot MG or fight in an assault if attacked.

10. Resolve Battle Fatigue Hits.
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SHOOTING (STRATEGUM CARDS)
<insert graphic>All artillery and Gas Attacks is considered off board and requires the required stratagem card to be
played. Any hex on the board can be targeted, except a hex containing a friendly unit. Line of Sight is not required to
the ranged in.

CONDUCTING ARTILLERY SHOOTING
Conduct artillery shooting as follows:
1.

Identify 6 target hexes and mark with a token. A hex can be targeted more than once.

2.

If the shooters do not have a Balloon Observer card in play, then also mark any that are not in line of sight of the
player’s long edge.

3.

Roll 1D10 for each target hex in turn.

4.

Add 1 to the roll if Balloon Observer card in play.

5.

Deduct 1 to the roll if no Balloon Observer Card in play and the target hex is not in Line of Sight of the shooters
long edge.

6.

On a final score of 7-10, any base in that hex takes 1 Battle Fatigue Hit.
a.

If a Balloon Observation card in play, then re-roll a miss.

b.

If a base is hit after the first hit for that hex in the current bombardment, the base may use any Battle
Fatigue mitigation rules which may apply.

7.

On a final score of 1-6 no effect.

ARTILLERY SPECIAL EFFECTS
If a hex that is not a trench line is targeted by artillery or bombers and is >5 times in a game, then it now counts as
cratered. Mark the hex as cratered.

CONDUCTING BOMBER SHOOTING
If a Bomber Strategy Card is play, then a bomber attack may be done. Once the attack has been completed, the card
is discarded for the game. There is no ground defence represented in these rules.
Conduct a bombing attack as follows:
1.

Identify 2 target hexes and mark with a token. A hex can be targeted more than once.

2.

Any base in the target is automatically hit.

3.

Conduct a Battle Fatigue Test for any base in the target hit.

BOMBER SPECIAL EFFECTS
If a hex that is not a trench line is targeted by artillery or bombers and is >5 times in a game, then it now counts as
cratered. Mark the hex as cratered.
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CONDUCTING GAS ATTACK
These rules simplify gas attacks do not represent the generator delivery system across no man’s land. The rules only
deal with the effects at the target location. The rules that the target rules would spot the gas clouds and have time for
some level of reaction. The rules include the target units have some form of protection equipment.
1.

Identify 4 target hexes and mark with a token. A hex can be targeted more than once.

2.

If the shooters do not have a Balloon Observer card in play, then also mark any that are not in line of sight of the
player’s long edge.

3.

Roll 1D10 for each target hex in turn.

4.

Add 1 to the roll if Balloon Observer card in play.

5.

Deduct 1 to the roll if no Balloon Observer Card in play and the target hex is not in Line of Sight of the shooters
long edge.

6.

On a final score of 7-10, any base in that hex takes 1 Battle Fatigue Hit.

7.

If a base is hit after the first hit for that hex in the current bombardment, the base may use any Battle Fatigue

a.

If a Balloon Observation card in play, then re-roll a miss.

mitigation rules which my apply.
8.

On a final score of 1-6 no effect.

GAS ATTACK SPECIAL EFFECTS
A hex targeted for a gas attack remains marked for 2 turns after the turn it was targeted. Any base, enemy or friendly
that is in an active gas attack hex at any point, must make an immediate Battle Fatigue Test. This specific test is only
taken once per turn for each base.
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GAME SCENARIOS
A player is declared the attacker or the defender for the game. All games are of a specific engagement type. This is
defined in the Decide Engagement.

SCENARIOS TYPES
There are three scenarios types in the rules.

MEETING ENGAGEMENT
This represents two advance guards making contact, the actions of the early part of the war before trench lines
became established at a strategic level or a break through deep into enemy territory following a break through
engagement.
•

Trench line terrain is not available for this scenario.

•

Deployment zones are 3 hexes in from the long edge and one short edge. The deployment zone is ‘L’ shaped.
See diagram below.

•

Both the attacker and defender may at the start of deployment:
o

Convert up to 4 Fresh Infantry bases into 2x Fresh Cavalry bases.

o

Or (if army is dated 1914+) convert up to 4 Fresh Infantry bases into 1x Fresh Armoured Car base.
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BIG PUSH
This represents to static warfare around trench lines and the attacker making a “big push” to take ground.
•

Deployment zones are 3 hexes in from the long edge.

•

The defender (blue force) may trade 4 Fresh Infantry bases for:

•

o

Deploys 4 trench line hexes on the hex row 3 in from their long edge. See diagram below.

o

The defender deploys 2 trench line hexes on the hex row 2 or row 3 in from their long edge.

o

Trench line hexes must be deployed in atleast adjacent pairs.

The attacker (red force) if any trench line hexes are deployed by the defender:
o

May convert any Machine Gun and Cavalry bases to infantry bases at the start of the deployment
phase.
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BREAKTHROUGH
This represents the next phase of a battle after a trench line has been broken or following on from a successful
meeting engagement.
•

Deployment zones are from the short edge.

•

The Defender: (Blue force)
o

Deployment zone is 1/2 hexes in from short edge.

o

The defender may deploy 0-2 trench line hexes anywhere in their deployment zone in exchange for
1 Fresh Infantry base each. These represent rear area strong points.
▪

No Trench line hex may be adjacent to any other trench line.

•

See diagram below.

•

The Attacker: (Red force)
o

Deployment zone is 1/3 hexes in from short edge.

o

Gains additional 2x Fresh Cavalry bases if not exceeding the maximum or 2x Fresh Infantry
otherwise, to their army.

DECIDING THE SCENARIO
•

Unless the players wish to agree a specific scenario to player the following method is used, and the table is
detailed the period section. Each period has a specific scenario table.

•

After the attacker/defender is decided, using the Attackers army date, roll against the defender’s period
scenario table with a 1D10.
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DESIGNING AN ARMY
The players design their armies using the system below. Players are welcome to waiver a balanced approach and
use historical orders of battle instead.

HOW TO BUILD AN ARMY
•

All armies start with 25pts/Fresh Infantry bases.

•

Using the period army list build you army force. There are limits on certain types and players are invited to use
their knowledge of the period to design historically correct armies.

•

Generals and Command structures are free.

•

The army must have a specific single year set against it. (1870 – 1927).

•

The army must be set in one of the specific periods.

EXAMPLE PRUSSIAN LIST (25PTS) FOR THE FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR
Bases & Type

Unit Description

6x INF (E)

Regular Fusiliers & Jagers Infantry

1x FIELD GUN (E)

Krupps breach loading field guns

3x CAV (F)

Regular Ulhans & Reiters

3x INF(F)

Reserve Lawdher Infantry

Nation Card

Prussian

1x Common Cards

Artillery bombardment

13 Bases

Break on 6 bases lost.
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GAME SEQUENCE
The following outlines the full game sequence.

VICTORY CONDITIONS
Players agree between themselves what the victory conditions are. If there are no victory conditions, then it is the first
army to lose 65% of their army of the number of bases at deployment.

GAME SETUP
1.

The players design their armies.

2.

The players set up the game board by mutual agreement.

3.

Declare the nationality and year of the armies being used.

4.

Stratagem Nation cards that must be played at the start of the game are now played.

5.

Both players roll 1D10 each plus any pool dice (selecting the highest of the two) and apply any Stratagem Cards
unless a Stratagem Nation Card overrules this roll.
a.

If both overruled, then both players roll as per normal.

b.

If it is a draw, re-roll until there is a winner.

6.

Otherwise, the winner decides if they want to be the attacker or defender.

7.

The attacker now rolls 1D10 to decide the scenario being played. See Scenario Table above.

8.

Apply the adjustments for scenario.
a.

Armoured Trains:

b.

If either army has brought an Armoured Train, then a single railway track, in total, is placed on the board
from the owning players long edge to any of the opponent’s edge or to a trench line hex.

c.

It cannot pass through a trench line hex but may stop in an adjacent hex.

d.

The other player may now move up to half the rail track, but it must still run continuously between the
original start and end.

9.

Armoured Cars:
a.

If either army has brought Armoured Cars, then a single road, is placed on the board from the owning
players long edge to any of the opponent’s edge or to a trench line hex.

b.

It cannot pass through a trench line hex but may stop in an adjacent hex.

c.

The other player may now move up to half the road, but it must still run continuously between the
original start and end.

10. The defender now deploys any trench line hexes.
11. The attacker now deploys half their army, rounded up.
12. The defender now deploys their full army.
13. The attacker now deploys any remaining bases.
14. Both players now note the number of bases that are 65% of the army deployed, rounded down.
15. As bases are deployed players fully explain to the other about the base’s capabilities and type.
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TURN SEQUENCE
Each turn is completed in the following sequence until players agree the victory conditions have been met.

COMMAND PHASE
1.

Initiative:
a.

Both players throw 1D10, plus any pool dice (selecting the highest of the two).

b.

For the first turn of the game only the attacker adds 1 to the dice. This is not applied to any draw rerolls.

c.

The winner can decide to have initiative or hand it to the other player.

d.

If it is a draw, then re-roll, remembering any thrown pool dice already count as discarded, until there is a
winner.

e.

A player can only have initiative, only for two consecutive turns. If this happens then it is automatically
given to the other player on the next turn.

2.

3.

Stratagem Cards:
a.

Starting with the player with Initiative, the players may elect to play 1 stratagem card of any type.

b.

Resolve any outcomes as the card is played.

Command Points:
a.

Both players throw 1D10, plus any pool dice ((selecting the highest of the two). These are the number
of Command Points the players have for this turn. Any unused Command Points are discarded in the
End of Turn Phase.

4.

Battlefield Advantage:
a.

The player with initiative may expends 1 command point to complete one action. This is in addition to
the Action Phase. It allows the player with initiative to complete an extra action ahead of the Action
Phase.

ACTION PHASE
1.

Starting with the player with initiative, complete an action for a single base or group.

2.

The player without initiative, complete an action for a single base or group.

3.

Alternate between players until both players have expended all their command points and does not wish to
complete any further actions this turn.

4.

Once a player declares they do not wish to complete any more actions this turn or decide to “pass”, then they
cannot complete any more actions in the action phase, even if they have any command points remaining.

END OF TURN PHASE
1.

NCO Reorganisation.
a.

For each Command Point remaining you may remove 1 Battle Fatigue hit from a single base.

b.

Optional: Throw Supply Pool dice, as a 1D3 and remove that number of Battle Fatigue hits from your
army and you may only remove 1 Battle Fatigue hit from a single base.

2.

Discard any remaining Command Points.
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FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR 1870
NATION CARDS
FRANCE
ELAN
In the first round only, of any assault/melee action, they ignore the first Battle Fatigue
hit that would have been applied.

PRUSSIA
PROFESSIONAL GENERAL STAFF
When throwing for Command Points, throw 2D10 and pick the highest.

COMMON CARDS
ARTILLERY BOMBARDMENT
When played the player immediately conducts an artillery bombardment on a
specific area of the game board. The impact zone is 6 hexes defined by the player. A
player may select the same hex any number of times. The hexes are all declared
before any dice are thrown for the card. The played card is then discarded for the
remainder of the game.
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BALLOON OBSERVATION
When played and for as long as the card is play, the player can re-roll missed to hit
rolls for Artillery Bombardment and Gas Attack. All hexes count in line of sight,
except were obstructed by Mountains. This card is cancelled and immediately
removed from play if a Fighter Squadron card is played by the opposing players and
the owning player does not have a Fighter Squadron of their own in play.

FIELD HOSPITAL
When played, throw 1D10, the player may remove 1 Battle Fatigue on any bases up
to the score on the dice. The played card is then discarded for the remainder of the
game.

REINFORCEMENTS
When played the player immediately may replace up to 1 previously destroyed
Infantry or Cavalry base. The base can only count as Fresh. It is immediately placed
no closer than 2 hexes behind other friendly bases. It must not be within 3 hexes of
any enemy base. The total number of bases in play cannot exceed the number of
bases deployed at the start of the game. The card is now removed from play for the
remainder of the game.

STRATEGIC PREPARATION
Supplies have been stock piled. Units have been given extra training in the mission.
When this card is played add 2 dice to the Supply pool. The card is then discarded
for the rest of the game.
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ARMY LIST
Base 25pts = 25x Fresh Infantry Bases/Points. Depending on size of the game. Limits are 25, 50, 72 or 100.
Adjustment to convert a Fresh Infantry base

Maximum per 25pts

Cost

being played
To a Fresh French Mitrailleuse (MG) base.

0 - 2(1)

1x base

To a Fresh Cavalry base.

0-4

1x base

Convert any Fresh (Inf or Cav) to Experienced

Any

1x base

To a Fresh Field Gun base

0-1

3x bases

Convert Fresh Field Gun base to Experienced Prussian Krupp’s Gun base

Any

1x base

To add a Nation Card

0-1 (2)

1x base

For each Stratagem Card added

0-5 (2)

1x base

1.

Players may wish to use their knowledge of the period and agree not to allow this upgrade
depending on the year of the war being played.

2.

A total of 5 Common Stratagem cards combined can be selected.
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SAMPLE PRUSSIAN LIST (25PTS)
Bases & Type

Unit Description

6x INF (E)

Regular Fusiliers & Jagers Infantry

1x FIELD GUN (E)

Krupps breach loading field guns

3x CAV (F)

Regular Ulhans & Reiters

3x INF(F)

Reserve Lawdher Infantry

Nation Card

Prussian

1x Common Cards

Artillery bombardment

13 Bases

Break on 6 bases lost.

SAMPLE FRENCH LIST (25PTS)
Bases & Type

Unit Description

2x INF (E)

Imperial Guard Foot

1x INF (E)

Zouaves

1x FIELD GUN (F)

Line Artillery

2x CAV (F)

Line Cavalry

1x CAV (E)

Imperial Guard Cavalry

1x CAV (E)

Cuirassiers

6x INF (F)

Line Foot

Nation Card

France

Common Cards

None

15 Bases

Break on 7 bases lost.
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QUICK REFERENCE SHEETS (FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR)

DEFENDER SCENARIO TABLE
Attacker’s (Roll 1D10)

Others

Meeting Engagement

1-5

Breakthrough

6-10

ASSUALT’S/MELEE’S
1.

Both players throw 5D10 needing 7-10 to hit, adjusted below.

2.

Loser or draw takes Battle Fatigue.

3.

Both now take Battle Fatigue Test.

4.

Repeat until 1 Hex left.

Situation

Adjustment

If Experienced vs Fresh

+1

If Infantry vs Cavalry in the first round of an assault.
If moved into contact this round and started up hill
If Cavalry vs Infantry in the open and not the first round of an assault
For each battle fatigue hit

-1D10

BATTLEFIELD FATIGUE TEST
Throw 1D10
If Experienced

+1

If won current round of assault/melee
If French Infantry who did not move and have Field Gun in the adjacent hex
Prussian Infantry testing for shots from Infantry and not in adjacent hex
For each battle fatigue hit already applied
Pass

-1

(1)

Failed

Final score: 7-10

(1)

Final score: 1-6
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SHOOTING RANGE TABLE
Shooters are

Ranges

Base D10

Infantry

3

3D10

Mitrailleuse Gun (MG)

3

4D10

Fresh Field Gun

8

3D10

Prussian Krupp Field Gun (Experienced)

8

5D10

Cavalry

2

3D10

SHOOTING TO HIT ADJUSTMENTS
Base to hit
Target is Infantry

7

Target is Machine Gun (MG)

8

Target is Cavalry

6

Target is Field Gun

9

Modifications
Target is in the adjacent hex

-1

Target has shot this turn
Target has moved this turn
Target is Fresh
Shooters are French Infantry at target is Prussian in adjacent hex
Shooters are firing out of a Trench Line or Urban (Claiming resting weapons, prearranged firing points etc)
Target is in cover

+1

Target is Prussian Infantry and not in adjacent hex
Shooters have moved this turn
For each current Battle Fatigue hit on the shooters

-1D10

Note: To adjustments can only finish in the range 2-10, even if the calculation takes the value outside. If
this happens then use the 2 if the result <2 and 10 if the result is >10.

MOVEMENT
Unit Type

Movement in all terrain (hex’s)

Movement wholly on a road

Infantry

1

+1

Machine Gun

1

Field Gun

1

Cavalry

2

Armoured Car

2

Tank

1

Train

4

NA
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THE ANGLO ZULU WAR 1879
NATION CARDS
The following can only be used by the specific nation. A nation card can only be selected and used once in the
game. They are optional to take, but if taken can only be the same as the players army. The nation cards can be
found in the period specific sections.

BRITISH
PRESTIGIOUS BATTALION
This card must be played in game setup. Select two Infantry Fresh Infantry Bases
to be now classed as Experienced.

ZULU NATION
WARRIOR CASTE
This card must be played in game setup and automatically counts as the Attacker.
May only have Infantry bases. All bases armed in the traditional form can re-roll 1
die in Assault and melee.
All infantry bases cannot shoot, except for up to 4 which are specifically
designated as “sharpshooters” with captured rifles. No MG’s allowed.
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COMMON CARDS
The following can be used by any nation. The common cards allowed for any specific period are detailed in that
section. A common card can be selected any number of times.

FIELD HOSPITAL
When played, throw 1D10, the player may remove 1 Battle Fatigue on any bases
up to the score on the dice. The played card is then discarded for the remainder
of the game.

REINFORCEMENTS
When played the player immediately may replace up to 1 destroyed Infantry or
Cavalry base. The base can only count as Fresh. It is immediately placed no
closer than 2 hexes behind other friendly bases. It must not be within 3 hexes of
any enemy base. The total number of bases in play cannot exceed the number
of bases deployed at the start of the game. The card is now removed from play
for the remainder of the game.

STRATEGIC PREPARATION
Supplies have been stock piled. Units have been given extra training in the
mission. When this card is played add 2 dice to the Supply pool. The card is then
discarded for the rest of the game.
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ARMY LIST
Base 25pts = 25x Fresh Infantry Bases/Points. Depending on size of the game. Limits are 25, 50, 72 or 100.
Zulu Infantry all equipped in traditional form unless classed otherwise.
Adjustment to convert a Fresh Infantry base

Maximum per 25pts being played
(1)

Cost (Discard)

To a Fresh British Gatling Gun (MG).

0-4

1x base

To a Fresh British Cavalry base.

0-3

1x base

Convert any Fresh (Inf or Cav) to Experienced

Any

1x base

To a Fresh Field Gun base

0-1

3x bases

To add a Nation Card

0-1 (2)

1x base

For each Stratagem Card added

0-5 (2)

1x base

1.

Players may wish to use their knowledge of the period and agree not to allow this upgrade depending
on the year of the war being played.

2.

A total of 5 Common and Stratagem cards combined can be selected.

SAMPLE ARMY

BRITISH EXPERTIONARY COLUMN
Bases & Type

Unit Description

6x INF (E)

Regular British Army Infantry

1x CAV (E)

Regular British Army Lancers

2x MG (F)

Gatling Machine Guns

2x INF(F)

Natal Volunteer Infantry

2x CAV (F)

Durban Mounted Rifles, Natal Mounted Police

1x Common Cards

Field Hospital, Strategic Preparation

13 Bases

Break on 8 bases lost.
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ZULU NATION IBUTHO (IMPI)
Bases & Type

Unit Description

4x INF (E)

King’s Regiment or Senior Warriors, equipped in traditional form.

2x INF (F)

Warriors, equipped with captured rifles.

13x INF(F)

Warriors, equipped in traditional form.

1x Nation Card

Zulu Nation (Warrior Caste)

1x Common Card

Reinforcements Arrived

19 Bases

Break on 12 bases lost.
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QUICK REFERENCE SHEET (ANGLO ZULU WARS)

DEFENDER SCENARIO TABLE
Attacker’s (Roll 1D10)

Others

Meeting Engagement

1-7

Breakthrough

8-10

ASSUALT’S/MELEE’S
1.

Both players throw 5D10 needing 7-10 to hit, adjusted below.

2.

Loser or draw takes Battle Fatigue.

3.

Both now take Battle Fatigue Test.

4.

Repeat until 1 Hex left.

Situation

Adjustment

If Experienced vs Fresh

+1

If mounted Cavalry base vs Infantry base in open
If Infantry vs mounted Cavalry base not in open
If charged downhill and in first round of assault/melee
If claiming up hill
For each battle fatigue hit

-1D10

If Infantry base with Warrior Caste

Re roll 1 miss

BATTLEFIELD FATIGUE TEST
Throw 1D10
If Experienced

+1

If won current round of assault/melee
If Zulu who are in assault/melee and won, the first round of the current
assault/melee.
For each battle fatigue hit already applied
Pass

-1

(1)

Failed

Final score: 7-10

(1)

Final score: 1-6
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SHOOTING RANGE TABLE
Shooters are

Ranges

Base D10

Infantry

3

3D10

Machine Gun (MG)

3

4D10

Cavalry

2

2D10

Field gun (Did not move and will not move this turn)

5

2D10

SHOOTING TO HIT ADJUSTMENTS
Base to hit
Target is British Infantry or Zulu Infantry in the shooters adjacent hex

7

Target is British Machine Gun (MG)

7

Target is Zulu Infantry not in the shooters adjacent hex

8

Target is Cavalry

6

Modifications
Target is in the adjacent hex

-1

Target has shot this turn
Target has moved this turn
Target is Fresh
Shooters are firing out of a Trench Line or Urban (Claiming resting weapons, pre-arranged
firing points etc)
Target is in cover except to artillery

+1

Shooters have moved this turn
If Zulus using captured rifles/old muskets etc
For each current Battle Fatigue hit on the shooters

-1D10

Note: To adjustments can only finish in the range 2-10, even if the calculation takes the value outside. If
this happens then use the 2 if the result <2 and 10 if the result is >10.

MOVEMENT
Unit Type

Movement in all terrain (hex’s)

Movement wholly on a road

Infantry

1

+1

Machine Gun

1

Field Gun

1

Cavalry

2

Armoured Car

2

Tank

1

Train

4

NA
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WW1 AND INTER WAR YEARS (1914-1927)
NATION CARDS
The following can only be used by the specific nation. A nation card can only be selected and used once in the
game. They are optional to take, but if taken can only be the same as the players army. The nation cards can be
found in the period specific sections.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
MOUNTAIN BATTALION
This card must be played in game setup. All Infantry and Machine Gun bases
ignore terrain movement distances and use Open movement distances instead.
Machine Gun bases now use Infantry movement rates.

BRITISH AND COMMONWEALTH (1914 - 1915)
PRESTIGIOUS BATTALION
This card must be played in game setup. Select two Infantry Fresh Infantry Bases to be
now classed as Experienced.

FRANCE (1916 - 1917)
VERDUN FORTIFCATION BATTALION
This must be played in game setup. The players force is automatically classed as the
defender. The player must take an extra 2 Trench Line hexes and deploy all. The player
may swap 2 Infantry bases for a maximum of 1 extra fresh Machine Gun base. All
remaining Infantry and Machine Gun bases are now classed as Fresh.

GERMANY (1917 - 1918)
STORMTROOPER
This card must be played in game setup. Select 2 bases to be trained as an
Experienced Stormtrooper and in any assault or melee combat throw, may elect to reroll 1 dice.
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OTTOMAN EMPIRE
WAVE ATTACKS
This card must be played in game setup. When an Infantry base is destroyed, the player
throws 1D10 and on a 7-10 it is removed from the board and replaced as a new Fresh
Infantry base, Battle Fatigue hits removed, 1 Hex behind the hex it was originally
destroyed in or as close as possible. On a 1-6 the base is removed from play for the
remainder of the game. Both cases a base counts towards the total lost.

RUSSIA
FIX BAYONETS
Can be played in any turn. When played and while the card is in play, all Infantry units
on the board get +1 to hit in the assault but take a -1 to hit in shooting. The owning
player may during any card phase choose to discard. This is for the remainder of the
game. Once the card is discarded all Infantry units return to their normal factors.

UNITED STATES (1917 ONWARDS)
FIREPOWER
This card must be played in game setup. The player may trade a total of two Infantry
bases for 1 Fresh Tank base if the attacker or 1 Fresh Machine Gun bases if the
defender.

ITALY
MILLIONS OF BAYONETS
This card must be played in game setup. The player may add for free an additional 2
Fresh Infantry bases to the force.
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IRREGULAR FORCES
GUERILLAS
This card must be played in game setup. This covers nations such as Afghans,
Mahdists, and other organised irregular forces. They would usually only have Infantry
and Cavalry bases, plus some captured equipment. If your specific chosen nation had
historical access to other equipment, then that equipment can be included but only as
Fresh. Infantry count in cover in all cases if they have not moved. They are assumed to
have local knowledge of the ground and so automatically get initiative on the first turn of
the game and must go first.

COMMON CARDS
The following can be used by any nation. The common cards allowed for any specific period are detailed in that
section. A common card can be selected any number of times.

ARTILLERY BOMBARDMENT
When played the player immediately conducts an artillery bombardment on a specific
area of the game board. The impact zone is 6 hexes defined by the player. A player
may select the same hex any number of times. The hexes are all declared before any
dice are thrown for the card. The played card is then discarded for the remainder of
the game.

BALLOON OBSERVATION
When played and for as long as the card is play, the player can re-roll missed to hit
rolls for Artillery Bombardment and Gas Attack. All hexes count in line of sight, except
were obstructed by Mountains. This card is cancelled and immediately removed from
play if a Fighter Squadron card is played by the opposing players and the owning
player does not have a Fighter Squadron of their own in play.

BOMBER RAID (1915 - 1927)
When played the player immediately conducts an airborne bombing attack on a
specific area of the game board. The impact zone is 2 hexes defined by the player. A
player may select the same hex for both. The hexes are all declared before any dice
are thrown in response to the card. The target hexes are automatically hit. The card is
then discarded for the remainder of the game.
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FIELD HOSPITAL
When played, throw 1D10, the player may remove 1 Battle Fatigue on any bases up
to the score on the dice. The played card is then discarded for the remainder of the
game.

FIGHTER PATROL (1914 - 1927)
While in play this card it can cancel a Balloon Observation or a Bomber Squadron, if
no enemy Fighter Squadron card is in play. The card must cancel an enemy Fighter
Squadron if one is in play first. Once the Fighter Squadron Card has cancelled or is
cancelled by another card it is removed from play for the remainder of the game.

GAS ATTACK (1916 - 1918)
When played the player immediately conducts an artillery delivered gas attack on a
specific area of the game board. The impact zone is 4 hexes defined by the player. A
player may select the same hex any number of times. The hexes are all declared
before any dice are thrown for the card. The played card is then discarded for the
remainder of the game.

REINFORCEMENTS
When played the player immediately may replace up to 1 destroyed Infantry or
Cavalry base. The base can only count as Fresh. It is immediately placed no closer
than 2 hexes behind other friendly bases. It must not be within 3 hexes of any enemy
base. The total number of bases in play cannot exceed the number of bases deployed
at the start of the game. The card is now removed from play for the remainder of the
game.

STRATEGIC PREPARATION
Supplies have been stock piled. Units have been given extra training in the mission.
When this card is played add 2 dice to the Supply pool. The card is then discarded for
the rest of the game.
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ARMY LIST
Base 25pts = 25x Fresh Infantry Bases/Points. Depending on size of the game. Limits are 25, 50, 72 or 100.
Adjustment to convert a Fresh Infantry base

Maximum per 25pts being played
(1)

Cost (Discard)

To a Fresh Machine Gun (MG)

0-4

1x base

To a Fresh Cavalry base.

0-4

1x base

To a Fresh Armoured Car base

0-2

3x bases

Convert any Fresh (Inf, Cav or Car) to Experienced

Any

1x base

To a Fresh Field Gun base

0-2

3x bases

To a Fresh Tank base

0-1

4x bases

To a Fresh Train

0-1 In complete army

5x bases

To add a Nation Card

0-1 (2)

1x base

For each Stratagem Card added

0-5 (2)

1x base

3.

Players may wish to use their knowledge of the period and agree not to allow this upgrade depending
on the year of the war being played.

4.

A total of 5 Common and Stratagem cards combined can be selected.
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SAMPLE ITALIAN COLONIAL ARMY (1926)
Bases

Description

Type

1

Armoured Car patrol

CAR (Experienced)

4

Bersaglieri Machine Guns

MG(Experienced)

4

Bersaglieri Infantry

INF(Experienced)

2

Colonial Noble Cavalry

CAV(Experienced)

6

Colonial Infantry

INF(Fresh)

17

Breaks on 8

2

Colonial Infantry from ‘Italy Nation’ card

INF(Fresh)

2

Artillery Bombardments

Common Card

SAMPLE REBEL TRIBESMAN ARMY (1926)
Bases

Description

Type

4

Berber Noble Cavalry

CAV (Experienced)

4

Tribesmen with captured Machine Guns

MG(Fresh)

4

Tribesmen Infantry

INF(Fresh)

2

Fanatical Infantry

INF(Experienced)

14

Breaks on 7

1

Irregular Forces Nation Card

Nation Card
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WW1 AND INTER WAR YEARS QUICK REFERENCE SHEETS
BATTLEFIELD FATIGUE TEST
Throw 1D10
If Experienced

+1

If won current round of assault/melee
If testing as part of an assault/melee and have bayonets fixed.
For each battle fatigue hit already applied

-1

If received a battle fatigue from artillery or bomber bombardment this turn
If currently in a hex subject to a gas attack that was delivered this turn
If testing from shooting and in an open ground hex
Pass (1)

Final score: 7-10

Failed (1)

Final score: 1-6

ASSUALT/MELEE FACTORS TABLE
Situation

Adjustment (7 base to hit/5D10)

If Experienced vs Fresh

+1

If Infantry base with “Fix Bayonets” in play
If mounted Cavalry base vs Infantry base in open
If Infantry vs mounted Cavalry base not in open
If Tank vs any in the open or in trench line
If Armoured Car in the open vs any except Tank or Train
For each battle fatigue hit

-1D10

If Infantry base with Stormtrooper

Re roll 1 miss

MOVEMENT
Unit Type

Movement in all terrain (hex’s)

Movement wholly on a road

Infantry

1

+1

Machine Gun

1

Field Gun

1

Cavalry

2

Armoured Car

2

Tank

1

Train

4

NA
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SHOOTING RANGE TABLE
Shooters are

Ranges

Base D10

Infantry

3

3D10

Machine Gun (MG)

3

4D10

Field Gun Cannot move and shoot

10

3D10

Cavalry

2

2D10

Tank (MG)

3

3D10

Tank (Cannon) Cannot move and shoot

8

2D10

Train (all bases combined)

8

4D10

Armoured Car (MG)

3

3D10

SHOOTING TO HIT ADJUSTMENTS
Base to hit
Target is Infantry

7

Target is Machine Gun (MG)

7

Target is Cavalry

6

Target is Tank

5

Target is Train (all bases combined)

6

Target is Armoured Car (MG)

5

Modifications
Target is in the adjacent hex

-1

Target has shot this turn
Target has moved this turn
Target is Fresh
Shooters are firing out of a Trench Line or Urban (Claiming resting weapons, pre-arranged
firing points etc) Except Tanks, Armoured Cars or Trains shooting.
Target is in cover (Except if shooters are a Tank Cannon or Train)

+1

Shooters have moved this turn
Shooters have “Fix Bayonets” in play
Shooters have can infantry in army that are armed in traditional form or classed as using
captured weapons or are classed as not regular troops
For each current Battle Fatigue hit on the shooters

-1D10
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COMMON QUICK REFERENCE SHEETS
GAME SETUP
1.

The players design their armies.

2.

The players set up the game board by mutual agreement.

3.

Declare the nationality and year of the armies being used.

4.

Stratagem Nation cards that must be played at the start of the game are now played.

5.

Both players roll 1D10 each plus any pool dice (selecting the highest of the two) and apply any Stratagem Cards
unless a Stratagem Nation Card overrules this roll.
a.

If both overruled, then both players roll as per normal.

b.

If it is a draw, re-roll until there is a winner.

6.

Otherwise, the winner decides if they want to be the attacker or defender.

7.

The attacker now rolls 1D10 to decide the scenario being played. See Scenario Table above.

8.

Apply the adjustments for scenario.

9.

If either army has brought an Armoured Train, then a single railway track, in total, is placed on the board from the
owning players long edge to any of the opponent’s edge or to a trench line hex. It cannot pass through a trench
line hex but may stop in an adjacent hex. The other player may now move up to half the rail track, but it must still
run continuously between the original start and end.

10. If either army has brought Armoured Cars, then a single road, is placed on the board from the owning players
long edge to any of the opponent’s edge or to a trench line hex. It cannot pass through a trench line hex but may
stop in an adjacent hex. The other player may now move up to half the road, but it must still run continuously
between the original start and end.
11. The defender now deploys any trench line hexes.
12. The attacker now deploys half their army, rounded up.
13. The defender now deploys their full army.
14. The attacker now deploys any remaining bases.
15. Both players now note the number of bases that are 65% of the army deployed, rounded down.
As bases are deployed players fully explain to the other about the base’s capabilities and type.
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TURN SEQUENCE
Each turn is completed in the following sequence until players agree the victory conditions have been met.

COMMAND PHASE
•

Initiative:
o

Both players throw 1D10, plus any pool dice (selecting the highest of the two).

o

For the first turn of the game only the attacker adds 1 to the dice. This is not applied to any draw rerolls.

o

The winner can decide to have initiative or hand it to the other player.

o

If it is a draw, then re-roll, remembering any thrown pool dice already count as discarded, until there is a
winner.

o

A player can only have initiative, only for two consecutive turns. If this happens then it is automatically
given to the other player on the next turn.

•

•

Stratagem Cards:
o

Starting with the player with Initiative, the players may elect to play 1 stratagem card of any type.

o

Resolve any outcomes as the card is played.

Command Points:
o

Both players throw 1D10, plus any pool dice ((selecting the highest of the two). These are the number
of Command Points the players have for this turn. Any unused Command Points are discarded in the
End of Turn Phase.

•

Battlefield Advantage:
o

The player with initiative may expends 1 command point to complete one action. This is in addition to
the Action Phase. It allows the player with initiative to complete an extra action ahead of the Action
Phase.

ACTION PHASE
•

Starting with the player with initiative, complete an action for a single base or group.

•

The player without initiative, complete an action for a single base or group.

•

Alternate between players until both players have expended all their command points and does not wish to
complete any further actions this turn.

•

Once a player declares they do not wish to complete any more actions this turn or decide to “pass”, then they
cannot complete any more actions in the action phase, even if they have any command points remaining.

END OF TURN PHASE
•

NCO Reorganisation.

•

For each Command Point remaining you may remove 1 Battle Fatigue hit from a single base.

•

Optional: Throw Supply Pool dice, as 1D3. Remove that number of Battle Fatigue hits from your army and you
may only remove 1 Battle Fatigue hit from a single base.

•

Discard any remaining Command Points.
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SHOOTING, “LOOK SOMETHING HAPPENED”
Sometimes during battle, unexpected outcomes can occur. This represented in shooting and using the following
table. After all the “To hit” throws have happened see the table below.
Any D10 Score Thrown

Outcome

Any 1

Local ammunition has runout and restocks needed. Any base involved in this shooting
action, cannot not shoot again, or preform any more actions in the current phase till next
turn. Ammunition is automatically restocked in the end of phase turn.

2-9, (10 if required to hit)

No additional effect.

Any 10

High accuracy achieved. The base is immediately forced to retire 1 hex away from the

(If 10 was not required number

shooters and not towards any other enemy base. If it cannot retire, then the base takes

to hit)

1 Battle Fatigue Hit. These effects are in addition to any other effects. A bae only retires
once per shooting action.
Example: If two 10’s thrown. The base only must retire 1 hex.

SHOOTING TARGET PRIORITIES
If a base is shooting, then the following priorities take precedence.
•

Must shoot at nearest with most to the front taking precedence.
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